The miniaturization of nano-scale electronic devices, such as metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs), has given rise to a pressing demand in the new theoretical understanding and practical tactic for dealing with quantum mechanical effects in integrated circuits. Modeling and simulation of this class of problems have emerged as an important topic in applied and computational mathematics. This work presents mathematical models and computational algorithms for the simulation of nano-scale MOSFETs. We introduce a unified two-scale energy functional to describe the electrons and the continuum electrostatic potential of the nano-electronic device. This framework enables us to put microscopic and macroscopic descriptions in an equal footing at nano-scale. By optimization of the energy functional, we derive consistently coupled Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations. Additionally, layered structures are crucial to the electrostatic and transport properties of nano-transistors. A material interface model is proposed for more accurate description of the electrostatics governed by the Poisson equation. Finally, a new individual dopant model that utilizes the Dirac delta function is proposed to understand the random doping effect in nano-electronic devices. Two mathematical algorithms, the matched interface and boundary (MIB) method and the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DNM) technique, are introduced to improve the computational efficiency of nano-device simulations. Electronic structures are computed via subband decomposition and the transport properties, such as the I-V curves and electron density, are evaluated via the non-equilibrium Green's functions (NEGF) formalism. Two distinct device configurations, a doublegate MOSFET and a four-gate MOSFET, are considered in our three-dimensional numerical simulations. For these devices, the current fluctuation and voltage threshold lowering effect induced by the discrete dopant model are explored. Numerical convergence and model well-posedness are also investigated in the present work.
Introduction
The continuous demand in rising the performance of electronic devices has led to the reduced geometric dimension and supply voltage of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs), or complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOSs), which are fundamental building blocks of large scale integrated circuits used in almost all electronic equipments. At present, MOSFETs are designed, manufactured and operating at much less than 100 nm scale. According to The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Mathematical models for nano-electronic devices are presented in Section 2. The coupled Poisson-Schrödinger equations are derived from the variational framework and provide a rigorous starting point for electronic structure simulation. Additionally, the subband decompositions are discussed for a double-gate MOSFET and a four-gate MOSFET. The NEGF formalism is briefly described for the evaluation of transport properties, such as currentvoltage relation and electron density. Moreover, a material interface model is also discussed for nano-device modeling. Appropriate interface conditions are prescribed at semiconductor interfaces to ensure the continuity of the electrostatic potential and its flux. Furthermore, we describe the delta function based individual dopant formulation which allows the modeling of random dopant effect to the device transport. In Section 3, we describe computational procedures and algorithms for electronic structures and transport in nano-electronic devices. The coupled Poisson-Schrödinger equations are solved in conjunction with the proposed interface and dopant models. The Dirac delta functions are treated with the DNM formalism, which provides an analytical solution to the singular dopants. The MIB method is applied to the Poisson equation with natural homogeneous and DNM induced nonhomogeneous interface conditions. Numerical simulations and validation of the proposed models, along with the corresponding methods are presented in Section 4. The proposed models and methods are validated by convergence analysis. Multi-gate MOSFETs, such as the double-gate MOSFET and the four-gate MOSFET, are considered in the present work. This paper ends with conclusion remarks.
Theory and models

Unified framework
Although for years the coupled Poisson-Schrödinger equations have been providing a theoretical foundation for the modeling and simulation of nano-electronic structures [6, 10, 11, 31, 53, 62, 69, 86, 92] , the validity, consistence and limitation of these coupled equations have not been rigorously analyzed to our knowledge. One goal of this work is to study the mathematical foundation of the Poisson-Schrödinger equations and construct efficient approximations. A multiscale total energy functional is introduced to provide a mathematical framework for the derivation of self-consistently coupled Poisson-KohnSham equations, which naturally cover the Poisson-Schrödinger equations.
In the continuum mechanical description, the electric field E(r) can be expressed as the negative gradient of the electrostatic potential u(r), i.e., EðrÞ ¼ ÀruðrÞ. The standard Poisson equation can be derived from Gauss's law describing how electric charge can create and alter electric fields r Á ðrÞEðrÞ ¼ Àr Á ðrÞruðrÞ ¼ n total ðrÞq; ð1Þ where n total is the free charge number density, q is the electron charge and ðrÞ is the permittivity. The electrostatic energy functional induced by the given free number density of charge n total ðrÞ can be given by 
where m(r) is the position-dependent electron mass, h ¼ h=ð2pÞ with h being the Planck constant, Z j is the nuclear charge at position r j ; E XC ½nðrÞ is the exchange correlation term and E j are eigenvalues. Energy minimization with respect to W Ã j , which is the complex conjugate of W j , leads to the Kohn-Sham equation [58] dE Electronic ½n dW 
where the potential U(r) includes all the interaction potentials in Eq. (7) . At nano-scale, there should be a unified framework to bring the continuum mechanics and quantum mechanics in an equal footing. To establish the relation between the Poisson equation and the Kohn-Sham equation, let set n total ðrÞq ¼ nðrÞðÀqÞ þ n n ðrÞq;
where we recognize that the electron charge is negative and nuclear charge is positive. Here, the nuclear number density is given by n n ðrÞ ¼ P k Z k dðr À r k Þ. Then, the solution to the Poisson equation in the free space is
where z k and r k indicate the charge magnitude and position of kth nuclear. Therefore, we introduce a multiscale total energy functional as 
To optimize the total energy, we consider the variation of E Total ½u; n with respect to u dE Total ½u; n du ) Àr Á ðrÞruðrÞ À n total ðrÞq ¼ 0: 
This is exactly the Kohn-Sham equation, Eq. (7), because the electrostatic potential, u(r), includes the Coulomb potential effects of both electrons and nuclei as shown in Eq. (9) . Since the electron density in the Poisson equation depends on the solution of the Kohn-Sham equation, which, in turn, depends on the solution of the Poisson equation for the interaction potential, we have a system of self-consistently coupled Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations. The electronic structure obtained from the present theory will be used to evaluate device transport via the NEGF formalism presented in Section 2.3.1.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that the coupled Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations have been derived from the optimization of the total energy functional, Eq. (10) . Note that proposed Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations differ from the PoissonSchrödinger equations commonly used in device modeling [6, 10, 11, 31, 53, 62, 69, 86, 92] (ii) The inclusion of the exchange correlation functional allows the construction of various density functional approximations. (iii) While the electron density is computed from the Kohn-Sham equation, the nuclear density is prescribed as point charges. This framework can be used as a starting point for formulating other linear scaling approximations, such as the pseudopotential method, density functional tight-binding method [47] and divide and conquer method [65, 98] . (iv) As the mass is a function of position, the effective mass approximation can be generalized to describe different band structures in different regions, including interconnects. (v) Moreover, the present approach also enables the treatment of individual doping atoms, defects and traps as additional charge sources, i.e., replacing n n ðrÞ with P b n b ðrÞ, where b= nuclei, n-dopants, p-dopants and defects. The doping density functions are discussed in Section 2.4.1. (vi) Interactions of electrons and other particles, such as phonons, photons and excitations can also be allowed in the total energy functional. Finally, it is emphasized that the main contribution of the proposed total energy functional framework is that it enables the treatment of continuum mechanism and quantum mechanics in an equal footing at nano-scale and provides a unified derivation of coupled Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations in a consistent manner.
Electronic system
The difficulty of solving the full-scale Schrödinger equation is one of the major obstacles in the modeling and simulation of nano-electronic devices. In particular, the consideration of many-body and multiband interactions is very time consuming. Typical computations are often conducted under the single electron approximation, which can provide a reasonable account of the quantum effect in nano-electronic device. By inspecting the device geometry and possible symmetry, one can further reduce the computational dimensions and/or domain by the decomposition of the Schrödinger equation and using appropriate transport models [22, 82, 83] . These aspects are discussed with a double-gate MOSFET and a four-gate MOSFET in this subsection. An efficient transport model, the NEGF method, is described in the next subsection.
Double-gate MOSFET
For a double-gate MOSFET [22, 83] , the computational dimensions can be split into a confined direction, a transport direction and an infinite direction. Fig. 1 depicts the geometric configuration and computational domain of the double-gate MOS-FET. A detailed description of the involved parameters for the double-gate MOSFET is provided in Section 4.1. Along the infinite direction, the potential is assumed as translation invariant and the associated Schrödinger operator has an absolutely continuous spectrum. It can be solved with the plane waves. In the confined direction where the gate voltages are applied, the associated Schrödinger operator which includes the electrostatic potential, is essentially compact, despite that the potential may admit a finite number of point singularities. Therefore, the energy spectrum is discrete in the confined direction. The transport direction accounts for the charge carrier motion in the channel connecting the source and drain contacts. The associated Schrödinger operator also has an absolutely continuous spectrum. The corresponding scattering states can be evaluated with appropriate incoming and outgoing waves, and are subject to the potential consisting of the eigenvalues computed from the confined direction. Without the lost of generality, we denote x, y and z directions for transport, infinite and confined directions, respectively. Under this setting, the total wavefunction can be expressed as W j;kx;ky ðx; y; zÞ ¼ W j;kx ðx; zÞv ky ðyÞ;
where the index j denotes the jth eigenmode of the discrete spectrum and v ky ðyÞ ¼ e ikyy is the plane wave of given wavenumber k y . As such, the Schrödinger equation of a single electron can be split into two parts with E j;kx;ky being the total energy of the system, and U(x, z) is the electrostatic potential energy satisfying the Poisson equation. The solution of Eq. (14) requires the information of U.
Note that for the double-gate MOSFET, the y-direction is homogeneous, we therefore can solve the Poisson equation in two dimensions. Furthermore, on the x-z plane, due to the confinement along the z-direction provided by the insulator layers, combined with the assumption that the device geometry does not change significantly along transport direction, the system yields discrete states only in the z-direction. We split the wavefunction as
where W j ðx 0 ; zÞ is the discrete eigenstate in the z-direction for a given x 0 label and W j kx ðxÞ is a scattering state in the transport direction x. The eigenvalue problem with the Dirichlet boundary condition is
where e j ðx 0 Þ represents the energy of the jth discrete subband at x 0 . Here @X D is the boundary of the silicon layer at where the wavefunction is forced to be zero because of the confinement. Based on this formalism, one only needs to calculate the quantum transport along the x-direction. We therefore end up with a scattering problem ðxÞ indicates that the potential is associated with the jth discrete subband. Similarly, the subband label j on E j;kx indicates the scattering potential used in Eq. (18) . From the physical point of view, the scattering energy is conserved during the scattering process. The transmission and reflection coefficients can be computed based on each given initial energy E j;kx , which is a part of the absolute continuum spectrum.
Eq. (18) can be solved in many ways, such as time dependent and time independent means. However, it is convenient to use the NEGF strategy [22] as described in Section 2.3.1, which provides not only the solution to Eq. (18) , but also the desirable transport quantities.
To solve the Poisson equation for U(x, z), one needs to determine the electron density nðx; z; yÞ according to Eq. (4) nðrÞ ¼ X 
where n(r) is homogeneous in y-direction. In fact, the scattering part jW j kx ðxÞj 2 does not need to be explicitly evaluated in the NEGF formulation. The further simplification of n(r) is discussed in Section 2.3.2.
Four-gate MOSFET
For a four-gate MOSFET, we denote x, y and z directions for the transport, confined and confined directions, respectively. In the confined y-z directions where the gate voltages are applied, the associated Schrödinger operator is essentially compact, which leads to discrete energy states for the charge carrier. Fig. 2 depicts the geometric configuration and computational domain of the four-gate MOSFET. A detailed description of the four-gate MOSFET parameters can be found in Section 4.1. As in the double-gate case, the associated Schrödinger operator has an absolutely continuous spectrum in the transport direction. The total energy is given by E j;kx and total wavefunction is W 
The further evaluation of the density is discussed in Section 2.3.2. In both double-gate and four-gate MOSFET calculations, it is possible to consider subband interactions by using a variety of combinations of the discrete energy levels. As such, subband states belonged to different levels are used along the x axis. Obviously, this approach can lead to improved transport properties and an increase in computational cost. However, high energy modes, particularly those modes whose energies are significantly higher than the scattering barrier, do not play much role in the transport calculation.
Transport system
This section briefly describes the NEGF formalism in a setting that is consistent with the double-gate MOSFET and fourgate MOSFET studied in the present work. Additionally, a detailed description of the electron density is also given.
The NEGF formalism
Without the loss of generality, we consider the NEGF formalism in a multichannel setting in R 3Àl . Here l is the number of non-scattering dimensions, it equals 2 for double-gate and four-gate MOSFETs discussed in the last subsections. We define the whole open system on the domain
, which consists of the device domain X D and the union of (multiple) contact domains X a , such as the source and drain. Let C a ¼ X D \ X a denote the intersection boundaries of the device domain and contacts. Here, X a may extend to infinity but only the X D (or plus small portion of X a ) is the computational domain of interest. In the framework of the NEGF, the Green's operator (function) on X D is defined as the inverse operator
where E is the total energy of the scattering system, I is the identity operator,
a is the full scattering Hamiltonian and H 0 is the Hamiltonian of the single charge carrier associated with the scattering potential. In order to reduce the computational cost, the infinite (or large) contact domain X a needs to be chopped off and is restricted on the domain of interest X D . Each of the self-energy operators R a is solely defined on the corresponding C a and reveals the coupling effect of the contacts to the device [22] . In practice, R a takes different forms for different numerical discretizations, and more details can be found in Ref. [50] . In the position representation
where m(r) is the space dependent effective mass of the charge carriers and U scat ðrÞ is the interaction potential for scattering and U scat ðrÞ ¼ e j ðxÞ for double-gate and four-gate MOSFETs discussed in the last subsections.
Once the Green's function/operator is defined, all quantities of interest can be calculated. Among these quantities, the scattering wavefunction is given by
where / E is the incoming wavefunction of energy E. The scattering wavefunction satisfies the Schrödinger equation HW E ¼ EW E . Additionally, the non-equilibrium charge carrier density operator is given by
In the NEGF theory, each contact is assumed in equilibrium state and a is for contact index, l a is the contact Fermi level for each contact, and f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Here 
Moreover, the number density of charge in the system is given by the position representation of the density operator (26) nðrÞ ¼ hrjqjri;
where hÁj and jÁi are Dirac notations. Furthermore, the current in the quantum device from the source (S) to drain (D) is calculated via
where l S and l D are the Fermi levels of source and drain, respectively. The Tr is the trace and T DS ðEÞ is the transmission
Finally, the number density contributed from the scattering process can also be computed by using the NEGF formalism. This aspect is elaborated in the next subsection.
Electron density
Electron density is an important quantity in the coupled Poisson-Schrödonger theory and is used in the Poisson equation to compute the potential. The general expression of the density is given in Eq. (29) . Due to the subband decomposition, the evaluation of density becomes slightly subtle. One needs to distinguish the subband degree of freedom, the scattering degree of freedom, and the degree of freedom due to the infinity dimensions. In particular, the energy associated with infinity dimensions should be integrated. Whereas the discrete subband energies serving as the potentials for the scattering system and the discrete subband states are summed over. We illustrate the density evaluation in the double-gate MOSFET and the four-gate MOSFET.
As shown in Eq. (29), the electron density is given by the position representation of the density operator nðrÞ scat ¼ hrjqjri. For the double-gate MOSFET, the y-direction is infinity and homogeneous. The total energy E j;kx;ky is distributed to the plane wave, the eigenstate, and the scattering kinetic energy. Since the eigenstate energy acts as the scattering potential energy, the total energy available to the scattering system in Eq. (23) is E j;kx ðxÞ ¼
. The energy associated with the plane wave can be integrated. To evaluate q, we need to use some notation and identities
for a function g(k). We therefore write the electron density of the double-gate MOSFET as nðrÞ ¼ X j;kx;ky
where
Since k y is continuous, we should change the summation into an integral
given by
From Eq. (29), we have
From this expression one can identify that n j scat ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 ffiffi ffi
At each given location along the x-direction, E j;kx is given by E j;kx ðxÞ ¼
. Based on this expression and Eq. (15), the density n(r) given in Eq. (42) 
Note that in Eqs. (41) and (45), the integrations over energy E j;kx are carried out at each given position x.
Electrostatic system
The electrostatic system is governed by the Poisson equation. The solution of the Poisson equation, i.e., electrostatic potential, provides the potential energy landscape for the electron to scatter through according to the Schrödinger equation. However, the solution of the Poisson equation depends, in turn, the electron density, dopants, and material interfaces. This subsection discusses new doping model and interface model used in the Poisson equation.
Individual dopant model
Introducing appropriate impurity atoms (known as dopants) into a semiconductor provides electron reservoirs and can increase the electrical conductivity by many orders of magnitude. By doping a semiconductor device, we can engineer its electrical properties, i.e., its conductivity, electrostatic potential and its charge carrying mode. Doping is a key to our understanding of semiconductor devices and a strategy for the design and manufacture of desirable devices [40] [41] [42] .
In continuum modeling, dopants have either been described as continuous distributions in p-n regions or been formulated as a change in the dielectric effect, leading to different dielectric values in different p-n regions. These treatments work mostly well for the prediction of device properties. However, when the channel length reduces to about 10 nm, the quantum effect becomes important, thus, each doping atom may have a dramatical impact to the quantum state of nearby electrons. Atomistic model for dopants becomes indispensable. Wong and Taur [97] provided a classical study of discrete random dopants. Recently, quantum random dopant models are applied to the channel of sub-0.1 lm [7] and 25 nm [51] MOSFETs for threshold voltage lowering and fluctuations. The impact of random dopant aggregation in source and drain is studied via the NEGF formalism [71] . It is found in these studies that doping is only macroscopically controllable when the discrete microscopic dopant distribution is also controlled. Macroscopically, identical devices may suffer from strong performance variations because of the microscopic differences. Therefore, it is important to understand individual dopant effect in nanoelectronic devices.
In earlier individual models, the discrete dopants are approximated by either dilated Gaussian functions [51] or constant charges supported by small regions. All these models are parameter-dependent. In this paper, we propose a point doping model for individual dopants and define the doping density as
where b = n-dopants and p-dopants, c b are charges of doping atoms and dðr À r jb Þ is the Dirac delta function at position r jb . Theoretically, this doping charge source can be added to the total energy functional, Eq. (10). This model provides a better description for microscopic dopants. In fact, it has a connection to the usual Gaussian function model characterized by the influence domain ðr b Þ of each dopant
The point doping model is recovered if the influence domains are set to zero. Computationally, the delta functions give rise to unbounded electrostatic values locally and is numerically difficult to deal with. This singularity can be alleviated by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DNM) method, which analytically resolves the delta functions and leads to a set of flux jump conditions at the interface. The effective use of the DNM method requires the careful enforcement of additional flux jump conditions. To this end, the MIB framework developed for the Poisson equation will be used. Tens of thousands of atoms can be handled in this approach.
Interface modeling
Material interfaces, such as semiconductor-to-insulator interfaces, are crucial features of MOSFETs. Semiconductors with better electrical properties than silicon, such as gallium arsenide, that do not form distinct semiconductor-to-insulator interfaces, are unsuitable for MOSFETs. Typically, dielectric constants of different components in MOSFETs vary dramatically. For example, the dielectric constant of the silicon dioxide insulator is a few times smaller than that of the buck silicon substrate.
The ratio of dielectric constants in different layers is also important to the device scaling. According to device scaling physics [36] , the scale length K of the device, for the first order approximation, depends on the insulator thickness ðT I Þ and the ratio ð Si = I Þ of dielectric constants of the silicon and the insulator in the way
where W dm is the maximum channel depletion depth relating to the channel doping concentration. The above theory predicts that the proper minimum design length lies between K and 2K. It is clear that smaller value of T I and larger value of I help device scaling. Replacing the silicon dioxide gate dielectric with a high-k material allows increased gate capacitance without the concomitant leakage effects. The proper formation of distinct interfaces is a stringent requirement for ultimate CMOSs and functional electronic devices to suppress leakage currents due to tunneling, as the thickness scales much below 2 nm. Computationally, it is important to be able to simulate the interface roughness and irregularity due to the device fabrication processes [56] . The use of interface description is indispensable for modeling of ultimate and functional CMOSs.
The recognition of material interfaces in MOSFETs implies the acknowledgment of discontinuous material properties or coefficients across the interfaces. This has profound consequences in the well-posedness and numerical convergence of the Poisson equation. For simplicity, the electron is assumed as the majority of charge carriers and then the hole density is neglected. In the present work, we consider the Poisson equation of the form
where u n ¼ ðruÞ Á n with n being the interface normal direction, letters ''A" and ''D" denote acceptor and donor, respectively, and M A and M D are numbers of discrete acceptors and donors, respectively. Being a multi-scaled model, some doping regions in the device may still be modeled as continuum, and thus the continuous doping functions N A and N D are reserved for these specific parts. This treatment is reasonable. For example, when the doping in the channel is small and the system is dominated with electron ballistic transport, the continuum doping treatment is a good approximation. Another case is that when the voltage threshold lowering effect is studied, individual dopants are used for the channel region while continuum doping treatment can be used in the source and drain regions. The computational domain X is divided into silicon X Si and insulator X SiO 2 layers. The interface is defined as C Si=SiO 2 , i.e., , respectively, where v X is the characteristic function on set X. Models (48) and (49) indicate that the Poisson equation is subject to the jump conditions along the Si=SiO 2 interface, where the jump conditions reveals the continuities of the potential landscape and its flux. Although the jump conditions are trivial in physical sense, if no specific numerical algorithm is applied, the discontinuity induced non-smoothness in the solution will be smeared. As such, the numerical scheme is of low accuracy and convergence. A novel numerical scheme, the matched interface and boundary (MIB) method will be illustrated in the next section. The boundary conditions of the Poisson equation are the following: it takes Dirichlet boundary conditions where the gate voltages are applied and Neumann boundary conditions for the rest of the device.
Computational algorithms
In this section, we discuss computational algorithms used in this work. We first give a brief description of the MIB method used for simulating the interface problem formulated in Section 2.4.2. Secondly, the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DNM) formalism is introduced to achieve an accurate and efficient account of randomly distributed dopants formulated in Section 2.4.1.
Matched interface and boundary (MIB) method
As stated in the previous sections, the proposed interface and individual dopant models involve elliptic equations with arbitrary interface shapes, discontinuous coefficients and singular sources. The design of numerical schemes for these problems is a challenging task in scientific computing. To achieve designed numerical convergence for elliptic equation with discontinuous coefficients and regular source term, all the continuity conditions(homogeneous jump conditions) have to be enforced at the interface. For those elliptic equations with singular source like delta functions, the singularity may be removed and the whole systems is converted to interface problem with inhomogeneous jump conditions. In the past decades, there are continuous efforts in developing mathematical techniques for this class of problems. In this work, the MIB method will be utilized to deal with these problems. There are two reasons for us to choose the MIB technique. First, as a modification of the standard finite difference (FD) scheme, the MIB achieves the second order convergence in solving the Poisson equation with interfaces and discontinuous coefficients. Additionally, the individual dopants in our model are solved analytically by using the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DNM) technique, which yields inhomogeneous jump conditions along the interface. Although the second order convergence of the overall solution may be slightly undermined by the nonlinear self-consistent iterations, as the following example shows, the MIB method still offers better accuracy than the standard FD method does. Furthermore, inhomogeneous jump conditions derived from the DNM technique must be incorporated with interface method in order to obtain the correct solution. On requirement of good accuracy and correctness in the numerical implementation of the proposed model, the MIB scheme is the most important recipe, from which more reliable results can be expected with relatively coarse grids.
For the numerical simulation of semiconductor devices, the grid resolution cannot be too high due to the computational burden. Fig. 3 shows a simple example on the solution accuracy of the MIB against that from the standard FD scheme. The sample problem is 
The graph in Fig. 3(a) is subject to the mixed boundary condition u 0 ð0Þ ¼ 0; uð1Þ ¼ 0 and that in Fig. 3(b) is subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition uð0Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ 0. The example is simple but represents the profiles of the transport and confined directions in the device-related Poisson equation and the analytical solution can be easily derived. It is clear that, no matter under what boundary conditions, even at coarse grid of spacing h ¼ 0:1, the MIB solution agrees with the analytical solution very well. Whereas the standard FD solution does not match the analytical one. Higher grid resolution, which also means more computational cost, is needed for the standard FD to obtain a similar level of accuracy. The reader is referred to Refs. [100, 108] for more details about high-order MIB schemes and their other applications.
Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping
The proposed interface and individual dopant models (50) treat the dopants as Dirac delta functions, which poses computational difficulties. As an approximation, delta functions can be distributed to the neighboring grid points [99] . However, due to the application of the interface techniques, the interference of the interface treatment and the distributed delta functions leads to the reduction of accuracy to the first order. As such, the combination of an interface technique and a Dirichletto-Neumann mapping (DNM) strategy becomes necessary [39] . This combination can substantially improve computational accuracy and the speed of convergence. The essence of the DNM technique is to split the solution into certain parts, such that the singular source terms can be accounted in one part of the solution analytically. Such a treatment will in general produce an additional Neumann condition either on the interface or on the boundary.
In the present problem of nonlinear iterations, we can further take the advantage of the solution splitting to accelerate the convergence of the iterations. It is also noted that in the Poisson equation, only the electron density n(r) is directly involved in the loop of self-consistent iterations and it is a regular function. Therefore, we first decompose the solution of the Poisson 
The slow varying part u slow solves
subject to jump conditions
Here u slow is solely contributed from the fixed doping terms, either continuous doping or individual dopants. It is noticed that jump conditions in both (53) and (56) are decoupled. Therefore, solutions u slow and u fast are decoupled too. As such, we only need to undate u fast during the nonlinear iterations. For a given n(r), the system (53) with its jump condition is readily to be solved with the MIB method. Whereas u slow should be further decomposed as
where u cont and u disc are the solution associated with continuous doping and individual doping, respectively. Since there is no doping in X SiO 2 , we set u
Similarly, u 2 solves
subject to the jump conditions
In this manner, we have decomposed u slow into two systems (59) and (62) with corresponding boundary conditions and jump conditions (60)- (61) and (63)- (64) 
To solve Eq. (65), we set u
for 2D simulation, and
for 3D cases. Finally, u 0 solves the harmonic equation with the corresponding boundary condition
It follows that the jump / in Eqs. (61) and (64) reads
Note that Eqs. (66) and (67) (59) and (62) with corresponding boundary conditions. Other than the naturally induced homogeneous interface jump conditions, the decomposition of the problem also introduces nonhomogeneous jump conditions. Systems (53), (59) and (62) are typical interface problems and are to be solved by the MIB method.
Numerical implementation and device simulation
Multi-gate MOSFETs have become an important means to alleviate channel tunneling and gate leaking in ultimate CMOSs. In this section, we consider two multi-gate MOSFETs, the double-gate MOSFET and the four-gate MOSFET. The proposed interface model and individual doping model are evaluated in this section.
Device configurations
In the following sections, the proposed model and numerical implementation are used to examine the effects of random individual dopants and material interface. The impact of individual dopant random fluctuation was first recognized by Hoeneisen and Mead in 1970s and has been studied for many years via semiclassical or quantum mechanical means. Among the quantum models, Martinez et al. [71] explored the impact of random dopant aggregation in the source and drain. Jiang et al. [51] studied the gate threshold voltage lowering and fluctuation induced by random dopants in the channel. These studies are based on the smooth function approximation of individual dopants. The results from this treatment depend on empirical parameters and discretization mesh sizes. By using the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping, it can be found in the numerical simulation that the Dirac function model proposed in this work treats the individual dopants exactly, is of parameter free and does not require fine grids.
Multi-gate MOSFETs will play a dominant role in quantum devices because their ability to suppress channel tunneling and gate leaking effects. A variety of related investigations are carried out for such device models. We consider multi-gate MOSFETs in this work. Fig. 1(a) gives an illustration of the 2D double-gate MOSFET and Fig. 1(b) is the corresponding computational domain. All relevant components of the device are presented in the graph. The x-direction is taken as the transport direction, the z-direction as the confined direction and all physical profiles are assumed invariant along y-direction. In the gray region, the source and drain are heavily doped while the channel is assumed near ballistic therefore no doping is imposed. It is noticed from Fig. 1(b) that the dielectric constants are different in the silicon and silicon dioxide layers, which are separated by the interfaces. For the Poisson equation on the computational domain, Dirichlet boundary conditions are taken at the double-gate region (EF and GH). For other boundaries (AE, FB, BC, CH, DG and AD), homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are employed. The parameters of the device are the following: The total length (AD) of the device is 30 nm, with 10 nm for each doping area and channel. The thickness of the silicon layer is 3 nm, while the upper and lower silicon dioxide layers are 1 nm each. Fig. 2(a) is the 3D sketch of the silicon nanowire transistor (SNWT), which is a MOSFET with all-around gates. The x-direction is the transport direction, while the other two are confined directions, where insulator layers exist and gate voltages are applied. In our simulation, for simplicity, the cross-section of the SNWT is taken as square, so it is also called a four-gate MOSFET. Fig. 2(b) gives the cross-section of the SNWT in the y-direction ðy ¼ 0Þ. It is similar to the structure of the planar double-MOSFET. Fig. 2(c) presents the cross-section of the SNWT in x-direction ðx ¼ 0Þ. The total length of the device is 30 nm, with 10 nm for each doping area and the channel. The thickness of the silicon layer is 3 nm. The thickness of the upper and lower silicon dioxide layers is 1 nm each. Treatments that are similar to those for the double-gate MOSFET are taken for the boundary condition. If the slice has gate all around it, the Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed, otherwise homogeneous Neumann boundary condition is imposed.
The strategies of placing individual dopants are as following: the discrete dopants are located for the 5 nm long region right before the channel in the source contact and 5 nm long region right after the channel in the drain contact. These regions are called discrete regions. The rest areas of the source/drain are self-averaging areas with continuum doping because a sufficient number of doping is necessary [71] . The number of individual dopants M D and each dopant charge quantity c j are chosen to match the self-averaging doping concentration in the sense of an integration
where N D ðrÞ is the continuous doping. Individual dopants are randomly and evenly distributed in the discrete region, i.e. the x-and y-coordinates of the dopants are independently generated by a uniform quasi-random number generator.
Numerical implementation of the self-consistent iterations
To achieve efficient convergence, we present an inner-outer iteration procedure in this section. The Gummel iterative scheme was proposed in [43] for solving nonlinear coupled equations in all kinds of device applications. The numerical implementation of the iteration scheme for the nano-device simulation is provided below:
Step 0 (Solution of u slow ): This step is out of the main iteration loop to solve for u slow , which is related to the fixed discrete and continuous doping functions. u Ã , the singular part of u slow , is calculated by using Eq. (66) for 2D or Eq. (67) for 3D. The Harmonic part u 0 is solved on the silicon region by using Eq. (68). Therefore, u Ã þ u 0 is the part of u slow from the discrete doping, and their corresponding interface jump / is derived via Eq. (69). The continuous doping part, u 1 , is solved from via Eq. (59) and the corresponding jump condition (60) . Finally one obtains
Step 1 (Inner iteration for the Poisson equation): Given the quasi-Fermi level function in lth step, f l , and the calculated u slow , solve the nonlinear Poisson equation for u
where n 0 is the intrinsic density-of-state of an electron system
where F 1=2 ðxÞ is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2, which takes the form of
Here, fðrÞ is the quasi-Fermi potential and will be used as an index function to determine the convergence. The initial value f 0 ðrÞ is obtained via a linear interpolation of the source and drain Fermi levels (voltages) over the channel. This initial guess is found to be very effective in our numerical simulations.
Step Step 3 (Update density and quasi-Fermi potential): With the available of subband energies e l j ðxÞ, we calculate the 3D electron density n l ðrÞ by using Eq. (41) or Eq. (44) at the lth step. Once n l ðrÞ is obtained, one can update the quasi-Fermi level to the ðl þ 1Þth step f lþ1 by inverting the expression n l ðrÞ ¼ n 0 F 1=2 ðf lþ1 ðrÞ À u l ðrÞÞ
Step 4 (Convergence check): The convergence is checked by the criterion of kf lþ1 ðrÞ À f l ðrÞk < e, where e is a given small positive number. If the inequality is satisfied, one calculates the current via Eq. (30), otherwise go to Step 1. Fig. 4 gives the work flow of the present self-consistent iteration scheme.
Remark 1. The reason of a nonlinear Poisson equation applied here is that, during the outer self-consistent iteration loop, the fluctuation of nðrÞ may undermine the iteration convergence, according to [93] . The use of the Fermi-Dirac integral will average or normalize this kind of fluctuations and thus lead to efficient convergence. This scheme is known as the Gummel iteration [43] , if the Boltzmann statistics is applied.
Remark 2. There is no analytical form for the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2. Ref. [60] provides a very accurate approximation to the integral by polynomials. It is based on these approximations in this algorithm that all the related calculations are carried out.
Remark 3.
Once the nonlinear Poisson equation is employed, it is noted that the initial guess for the whole self-consistent iteration is the quasi-Fermi potential fðrÞ. The choice of the initial guess is based on the physical assumption that fðrÞ are constants of the voltages at the source/drain and taken as a linear interpolation of two constants along the channel. This initial guess is found to be very effective in our numerical simulations. The well-posedness of the numerical implementation consists of the analysis of the outer iteration loop and inner solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation. We define the K s ; U s and N s as the spaces to which the quasi-Fermi functions fðrÞ, electrostatic function u(r), and electron density n(r) belong, respectively. For the whole self-consistent Poisson-NEGF system, it can be interpreted as the application of the fixed point map T : K s ! K s to the quasi-Fermi potential function fðrÞ ¼ TðfðrÞÞ:
Analysis of the model well-posedness
To characterize the details of the map T : K s ! K s , we have the operator L : K s ! U s , which indicate the action of the inner iteration (71) from the quasi-Fermi potential to the system potential landscape. Then it is followed by G : U s ! N s , the procedure of using the NEGF scheme and subband decomposition to calculate the electron density from potential. Finally the map F 
We define a closed convex set K s ¼ ff 2 L 1 ðXÞ : C 2 6 fðrÞ 6 C 1 ; a:e: in Xg;
where C 1 and C 2 are lower and upper bounds of f in X. By analyzing the continuities of these operators and assuming the continuous selection hypothesis, one can prove the existence of the fixed point of the map T by the Schauder fixed point theorem [25] . Another way to check the existence of the solution is the equivalence of the problem with the Poisson-Schrödinger system [82] . The existence of the Poisson-Schrödinger system is proved in [81] and the solution is unique with the constraint of the positivity of carrier concentration.
For the nonlinear Poisson equation, the approximation of the Fermi-Dirac integral has no stronger nonlinearity than the polynomial of order 2 [60] . In this approximation, writing the equation in a variational form, standardly checking the PalaisSmale condition and applying the Soblov embedding theorem, one can easily get the well-posedness analysis.
During the numerical implementation, the Newton-Raphson method guaranteed the convergence of the inner iteration, by picking a reasonable quasi-Fermi level. For the outer iteration, the nonlinearity is too complicated to analyze and no specific analyzing scheme has been designed so far. Many simple potential-density self-consistent loops are employed and proved numerically efficient in many engineering applications. In our model, the convergence of the scheme needs to be re-examined since the introduction of the interface and delta function in the Poisson equation significantly reduce the regularity of the solution. is found that the convergence is slight better for the situation that there are dopants in the channel, the reason might be that the gate voltage is applied on the channel part. The d functions cause high variation of the potential landscape and Dirichlet boundary condition gives stronger suppress to these potential variations than the Neumann boundary condition does. In our numerical experiments, it is also noticed that for certain number of randomly located dopants, some specific dopant configurations fail the simple self-consistent outer iteration loop. The reason of the convergence failure, although not completely clear, might be the relative positions of the discrete dopants. Locally crowded individual dopants may lead to local significant variation of the potential landscape and undermine the convergence efficiency. Although the map (76) issues a fixed point, it promises no contraction property. Therefore, the usually used outer iteration
may not converge. It is difficult to verify the contraction or construct contract mapping based on these operators because of the complex nonlinearity of the NEGF calculation G. Fig. 6 (a) reveals these situations: The upper panel is one of the position distribution of 10 dopants that one can easily reach the steady state. The convergence behavior of the position configuration in upper panel of Fig. 6 (a) can be found in Fig. 5(a) . However, the distribution in the lower panel of Fig. 6 (a) may lead to convergence failures. It can be seen that in the lower panel, dopants are very crowdedly distributed near the left top corner in the source. To deal with this numerical difficulty, we convert Eq. (79) into the steady-state problem of an ordinary differential equation (ODE) [5] 
Therefore many ODE related techniques such as the Runge-Kutta method can be used to improve the convergence properties. One simple treatment is the discretization of Eq. (80) as
which leads to a self-consistent iteration with a relaxation factor a
The traditionally used outer loop iteration actually is the special case of Eq. (82) with a ¼ 1. By carefully choosing the relax factor a, one can reach the steady state (fix point) by the self-consistent iteration for arbitrarily distributed individual dopants. Fig. 6 (b) compares the convergence of the self-consistent iterations with different relaxation factors corresponding to the situation in the upper panel of Fig. 6(a) . It indicates that a ¼ 1 does not work for the convergence loop, while a ¼ 0:3 leads to the convergence of the electron current within 0.2% relative error in around 50 steps. One can easily come to the conclusion that although smaller relaxation factors promise the convergence, they result in more iteration steps. The exact reason of the position-dependent convergence and the choice of the optimal relaxation factor need to be further analyzed in the future. The numerical solutions of the system are supposed to converge to the real solutions as meshing grids get smaller and smaller. The standard finite difference method is of second order convergence for the inner iteration. However, the strong outer nonlinearity may ruin this theoretical rate. Moreover, the discontinuity of the dielectric constant and d source function singularities in the Poisson equation further reduce the regularity of the solution. The standard FD method will not maintain its second order convergence. It may even diverge. The MIB scheme is designed not only for facilitating the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping but also for maintaining the high-order convergence in interface problems. For the following convergence analysis, the numerical result obtained with a fine resolution of h x ¼ 0:075 nm, h z ¼ 0:025 nm is considered as a reference solution, where h x and h z are for the grid step along the transport and confined direction, respectively. Three sets of mesh sizes of ðh x ; h z Þ ¼ ð0:15 nm;0:05 nmÞ, (0.3 nm, 0.1 nm) and (0.6 nm, 0.2 nm) are denoted as fine, moderate and coarse, respectively. Fig. 7 gives the errors under different grids resolutions in the central line of the silicon layer. Numerical results suggest the convergence of the present MIB method.
Furthermore, we examine the 2D errors of the simulation. Fig. 8 presents the 2D errors for the situation when the dopant number is 10 in both the source and the drain. Combined with Figs. 7 and 8, one can conclude that the major convergent errors occur at the junctions of discrete and continuous doping regions. Errors decrease as the grid is refined.
Finally, the L 1 norm error ðE h Þ is considered and the convergence order is defined as log 2 ðE h =E h=2 Þ for three sets of meshes. The numerical convergence orders are calculated for several cases with different dopants numbers and listed in Table 1 . The targeted second order of the MIB method is not achieved, partially because the strong nonlinearity of the coupled equation system.
Numerical simulation of the double-gate MOSFET
In this section, we investigate the impact of the proposed interface model and the random individual doping model using the double-gate MOSFET. Before proceeding to the numerical results of the discrete dopant model, we show in Fig. 9(a) the landscape of the device electrostatic potential calculated from the standard finite difference method without the interface technique. The difference of the electrostatic potentials between obtained from the standard finite difference method and from the MIB method is plotted in Fig. 9(b) . It is seen that two methods have about 3-4% of differences. The largest difference occurs around the interface region near insulator layers. Based on the evidence in Section 3.1, we believe that the MIB scheme gives a more accurate calculation of potential landscape. Although the advantage of the MIB scheme over the standard FD scheme is not that tremendous in this case because of the relatively simple interface geometry, the MIB technique also has the ability of handling more complex interfaces which may occur in the future MOSFET design. Additionally, the DNM treatment of the discrete dopants can not be realized without the MIB scheme.
We next study the physical profiles of fluctuations under different amount of dopants and positions. The individual dopants in source or drain are anticipated to produce discrete aggregation effects: the on-state current fluctuates due to individual dopants and their relative positions. The fluctuations are not directly caused by the spatially resolved individual dopant atoms but mesoscopically by the self-consistent electrostatic potential. Physical parameters are taken as stated in the previous section. To validate the individual dopant model, we employ the constraint of Eq. (70) . This constraint may appear unphysical. However, it is useful in verifying the validity of the present model. It is expected that simulation profiles of discrete dopants will converge to those of the continuous doping when the number of dopants is large. The reason is that as the number of dopants increases, the amplitude of each dopant becomes smaller and the doping becomes evenly distributed. For a comparison, Fig. 10 illustrates the steady-state potential and electron density obtained using the continuum doping approximation. It is predictable that the presence of the individual dopants will drag down the potential landscape and therefore trap the electron where a discrete dopant presents. This fact is revealed in our simulations: if there were no individual dopants in the region 5-10 nm and 20-25 nm along the x-direction, the potential landscape and electron density there would be similar to those in the channel (10-20 nm in the transport direction). Due to the presence of discrete dopants, the potential landscape is dragged down and becomes flat, as that presented in the continuous doping region (0-5 nm or 25-30 nm in the transport direction). As a consequence, the electron probability distribution (density) is increased near the discrete dopant site, comparing to the distribution profile of the continuous regions. Figs. 11-13 depict the potential landscapes and electron densities obtained with 5, 10 and 40 discrete dopants, respectively. Furthermore, it is observed that the more individual dopants presented in the field, the smoother the potential is, and the closer to the continuum doping model the present discrete doping will be. This is consistent with our expectation.
Detailed physical profiles of the device can be demonstrated by the subband energy. Fig. 14 provides one of the subband energy profiles of the double-gate MOSFET with discrete dopants in the source and drain. The electron density is calculated based on the first three subband energies. Due to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, the higher the subband is, the less it contributes to the total amount of the electron density. From the subband energies profiles one can also find the flatting out effect of the individual dopants to the potential in the discrete region. Different from the continuous doping, the 'flatting' is oscillatory. To obtain the I-V curve presented in Fig. 18 , we set the source/drain voltage biases as 0.2 V (left) and 0.4 V (right), and gradually increase the gate voltage from 0 to 0.4 V. It is clear from Fig. 18 that, to attain the same amount current, the present individual dopants model requires less amount of gate voltage than the continuous model does. State differently, the same gate voltage gives a higher charge current in the present individual model than that in the continuous model. This fact reveals the individual dopant induced voltage threshold lowering effect.
It is noted that without using the constraint of Eq. (70), the impact of individual dopants and impurity can be very significant for small nano-devices. The proposed Dirac delta function model can be used for the further investigation of this aspect.
Numerical simulation of the four-gate MOSFET
In order to achieve good device performance, more effective gate control strategy is required for nano-scale MOSFETs. In this section, the four-gate MOSFET, one kind of silicon nanowire transistors (SNWTs) which resemble multi-gate or gate-allaround devices, is explored. The transport profile of an electron in the SNWT is similar to that of the double-gate MOSFET and is simulated via the NEGF as well. While being different from the planar double-gate MOSFET, the charge and potential profiles in the transverse direction are no longer invariant. 3D simulations of the SNWT with discrete dopants are implemented in this section by using the technique of the subband decomposition. The MIB method and the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping in 3D versions described in the previous sections are employed. The configuration of the SNWT is given in Fig. 2 The main difference of the present simulation and the simulation of the double-gate MOSFET is that one needs to solve the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem in 2D for each slice of the device. Additionally, the Green's formula for d-functions takes a different form, as discussed in an earlier section.
Main results from simulating the four-gate MOSFET are quite similar to those of simulating the double-gate MOSFET. For example, the relation between the subband energy and S/D bias (or gate voltage) are generally similar to those of the doublegate MOSFET. Fig. 19 shows the first 4 subband energies of the SNWT with 15 discrete dopants in source and drain under 0.4 V S/D bias and gate voltages. Because a 2D eigenvalue problem is solved, the second and third subbands are almost identical (they are identical for continuous dopants). The fourth and fifth subbands are very similar too. Only the fourth subband is plotted. Fig. 20 presents the potential profile in the four-gate MOSFET at certain slice in the source region. It is found from Fig. 20(a) that the profile is symmetric due to the uniform doping and the symmetry of the device. While due to the presence of the randomly distributed individual dopants, the potential profile is no longer symmetric.
Finally, as in the last section, the current fluctuation of the four-gate MOSFET with individual dopants is studied and the I-V characteristics is presented in Fig. 21 . For comparison to previous section , the current is re-scaled to current density according to the device geometry. Fig. 21 
Concluding remarks
This paper presents mathematical modeling and computational algorithms to nano-scale electronic devices, or ultimate metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs). MOSFETs are the elementary building blocks of integrated circuits, such as microcircuits, microchips, or silicon chips, which are used in almost all electronic devices or equipments presently in use and have revolutionized the world of electronics in the past few decades. For years, MOSFETs are designed and functioning according to classical mechanical laws. The continuous miniaturization of nano-transistors has led to a new era in design, manufacture, modeling and simulation of nano-electronic devices where the quantum effects start to play a very important role. The benefits from the success of these new devices can be tremendous: On one hand, the new generation of ultimate MOSFETs will dramatically advance current semiconductor technology and still operate with the classical principle after suppressing severe quantum effects . On the other hand, functionally enhanced MOSFETs, or nano-quantum transistors, that utilize the fundamental properties of nature which do not have direct analogs in classical physics, will lead to new breakthroughs in device science and technology. However, enormous degrees of freedom of nano-electronic devices make their first principle quantum mechanical modeling and simulation essentially intractable. Efficient mathematical modeling, approximation, and computation for this class of problems promise an important topic in applied and computational mathematics. This work addresses a few important issues in the modeling and simulation of nano-electronic devices.
A simple and perhaps the most popular model is the effective mass description of a single electron in band structures governed by the Schrödinger equation with an electrostatic potential solved from the Poisson equation. Even at this level of description, current modeling and simulation hardly take into account the significant impact of individual dopants, irregular geometric designs and material interfaces, due to the complexity and challenge of the problem. Additionally, inconsistence in many approximations undermines their performance. The present work addresses the above mentioned problems. First, we introduce a two-scale variational framework that, upon energy optimization, generates new self-consistently coupled Poisson-Kohn-Sham equations, or Poisson-Schrödinger equations. In this framework, the quantum dynamics of microscopic particles is determined by a nano-scale environment, which models the continuum electrostatics governed by the classical Maxwell's equation. As such, classical theory and quantum mechanics are put in an equal footing at nano-scale. Additionally, the magic and art of semiconductors are, by and large, due to the manipulation of layered structures. Such structures have great impact in electrostatic potentials and thus, electronic properties. In this work, we introduce material interfaces in coupled Poisson-Schrödinger equations to properly describe the interface effect to the electrostatic potential. Finally, random dopants and impurity have a dramatical impact to the electronic structures and electronic transport. We present a new individual dopant model by utilizing the Dirac delta function. Unlike previous individual dopant models [7, 51, 71, 97] that depend on tunable parameters, the proposed model is free of computational parameters.
This work also introduces two computational algorithms for the simulation of nano-electronic devices. An efficient elliptic interface method, the matched interface and boundary (MIB) method [100, 101, 104, 107, 108] , is employed for solving the Poisson equation with semiconductor interfaces. Although the MIB method is of arbitrarily high-order accuracy in principle, we only utilize the second order MIB scheme in the present work. However, due to the strong nonlinearity of the coupled Poisson-Schrödinger equations, the numerical order was found to be about 1.5 in the present Gummel-like iteration. The other computational algorithm employed in the present work is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping (DNM). This approach provides a rigorous treatment of the singular charges sources in the Poisson equation due to the individual dopant model proposed in the present work. The basic idea of the DNM is to separate the singular part of the solution from the regular part, and then solve the singular part analytically. The analytical treatment of the singular part gives rise to a Neumann interface condition or boundary condition for the regular part of the Poisson equation. By splitting the Poisson equation, we have taken the advantage that the amplitudes of the both discrete dopants and continuum doping are fixed, while those of the electronic density is changing during the Gummel-like iteration. The DNM technique works well in the present device simulation.
Two multi-gate MOSFET systems, a double-gate MOSFET and a four-gate MOSFET, are considered in the numerical simulations of the present work. Both problems are modeled in the three-dimensional (3D) setting. The subband decomposition approach is utilized to simplify the computation of the electronic structures. The non-equilibrium Green's functions (NEGF) formalism is employed for the description of electronic transport. The convergence and well-posedness of the present models are analyzed. A relaxation technique is developed to improve the convergence of the iteration scheme which is subject to possible numerical divergence induced by the charge aggregation of randomly distributed individual dopants. In our doublegate MOSFET simulations, the basic characteristics and the quantum effect of the I-V curves are similar to those in the literature. The impact of randomly distributed individual dopants to electronic structure and transport is studied. In particular, individual dopant induced voltage threshold lowering effect is clearly demonstrated. In our four-gate MOSFET simulations, individual dopants effectively break the symmetry of the device. Due to the 2D quantum confinement, the density of quantum states that are relevant to the electronic transport become larger than that of the double-gate MOSFET. Effects of multigate voltage settings and irregular device geometry are under our investigation.
